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The subject tonight is Love of God 

And for tomorrow night as well, 

As a matter of fact 

I know of no better topic 

For us to discuss 

Until we all are united with the Beloved. 

 

Welcome 
Rev. Clare L. Petersberger 

 

The Covenant 
First Parish of Norwell Unitarian Universalists 

 

WE PLEDGE TO WALK TOGETHER 

IN FELLOWSHIP AND LOVE, 

   TO CULTIVATE REVERENCE, 

TO PROMOTE SPIRITUAL GROWTH 

  AND ETHICAL COMMITMENT, 

TO MINISTER TO EACH OTHER’S NEEDS 

  AND TO THOSE OF HUMANITY, 

TO CELEBRATE THE SACRED MOMENTS OF LIFE’S   

  PASSAGE, 

AND TO HONOR THE HOLINESS AT THE HEART OF BEING. 

 

Opening Words                                                                
Rumi 

Translated by Coleman Barks  

From The Glance: Songs of Soul-Meeting 

 

Our spiritual question for May is, “What does it mean to be a people of curiosity?”  

 

The root of the word “curious” came from Latin and meant “careful,” “diligent,” or “inquisitive.”  

 

This root conveyed a sense of intention and purpose. The 13th century Muslim mystic poet, Rumi, had a 

similar understanding of the relationship of curiosity, intention and purpose. He wrote:  

                                   

“Sometimes you hear a voice through the door calling you, 

as a fish out of water hears the surf’s come back. 

 

This turning toward what you deeply love 

saves you . . . 

 

Read the book of your life that has been given you. 

A voice comes to your soul saying, 

Lift your foot. 

Cross over, 
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Move into the emptiness of question and answer and question. 

 
Chalice Lighting 
(Read responsively) 

from Masnavi i Ma’navi, Teachings of Rumi 

 

If love were only spiritual, 

 

     THE PRACTICES OF FASTING AND PRAYER 

      WOULD NOT EXIST. 

 

The gifts lovers give each other 

Are nothing but outward forms 

But they testify to invisible love, 

    

  JUST AS OUTWARD ACTS OF KINDNESS 

     REVEAL A LOVING HEART. 

 

May the light of our chalice 

 

     ILLUMINATE THE INVISIBLE LOVE 

     THAT INSPIRES ACTS OF KINDNESS. 

      

Tonight marks the first night in the holy month of Ramadan. The beginning of Ramadan coincides with the 

sighting of the crescent moon in the ninth month of the Islamic calendar. According to tradition, this is when 

God, through the archangel Gabriel, first revealed himself to Mohammed in 610 CE and commanded him to 

recite the words that became the Quran, the sacred text for Muslims. Ramadan lasts for 30 days, during which 

Muslims draw closer to God through prayer and fasting during the day, and through acts of kindness.  

 

The poet, Kabir Helminski writes: 

 

“Ramadan comes glowing 

after night’s long hours. 

 

[The poet goes on to describe Ramadan as rain coming to a parched Earth, as the embrace of a friend, as the 

doorway to an invisible home.] 

 

Prelude 
Ramadan Is Here                

Raef 

Tracy Hall, voice and piano 
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Story 
Under the Ramadan Moon 

Author, Sylvia Whitman, Illustrator, Sue Williams 

 

Ramadan is here. As a people of curiosity, we might well ask, “What happens during Ramadan?” 

 

Sylvia Whitman wrote a story about a family celebrating Ramadan. It begins, 

 

“We wait for the moon. We watch for the moon. We watch for the Ramadan moon. We fast by day 

under the moon, under the moon, under the Ramadan moon.” 

 

[The story of Ramadan continues, describing the celebration, fasting by day, eating by night, always aware of 

the moon. But more than the fasting and feasting, Ramadan observers speak kindly, break bad habits, give to 

the poor, and read the Qur’an. Bright lights, baked sweets, and visiting friends are all part of the celebration, 

before prayer, and looking forward to the next Ramadan, the next Ramadan moon.  

 

The story concludes, “We live our faith until next year, under the moon, under the moon, under the Ramadan 

moon.”] 

 

Hymn 
#188 “Come, Come, Whoever You Are” 

 

Meditation 
“O Maker of Order”                        

Rev. Anne Mason 

  

The Reverend Anne Mason wrote the following prayer to intentionally include some of the 99 names for 

God in Islam. 

 

Let us pray: 

    

O Maker of Order and Shaper of Beauty,  

we are grateful for the world in which we live.  

 

[The prayer continues, with an appeal for humble hearts, an awareness of beauty, internal strength, and hope. 

Acknowledging that many in the world are broken, the prayer asks for help to act in service, with open hearts. 

The prayer concludes:  

 

“O Patient One, grant us peace in our minds,  

peace in our bodies,  

peace in our congregation,  

and peace in our world. 

  

Wa 'alaykum al-salaam. 

 

Peace be unto you.”] 
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Hymn 

#1032  “Daoona Nayeesh”  

Dominique Hall, oboe 

 

Readings 
“Ramadan in a Muslim Country” 

“Ramadan in the West” 

Altaf Bhimji 

Delivered by Lora Powell Haney 

 

What is it like to celebrate Ramadan in a Muslim country? Altaf Bhimji offers this experience: 

“A new night 

of the sacred month 

the thin slice of the moon; the crescent 

visible only a few minutes 

to the naked eye 

 

A sight beautiful 

signaling new, 

fresh 

 

Greetings one to the other: Ramadan Mubarakh” 

 

[The poet continues the description of the day, beginning with drums summoning the faithful from sleep, and 

reminders to eat, to drink water before beginning the day’s fast. As the day unfolds, all slows down, with cafes 

closed and workers leaving early. But in the late afternoon, the pace quickens: stores open, offering special 

treats with which the day’s fast will be broken. Meals are prepared with extra care, as the sun sets and the 

streets are emptied, and then—the small talk around the table fades and the silence is broken with chant:  

Allah-hu Akbar (God is great!) and Ash-hadu an la illaha illal-lah (I witness that there is no God except Allah).  

 

The chants continue until the sun has faded, and then the fast is broken, with dates and a pinch of salt.  

And then, with grateful prayer, the feast, with family, with friends begins.] 

 

And what is it like to celebrate Ramadan in the United States? Mr. Bhimji offers this description of Ramadan 

in the West. You will hear similarities and significant differences. He wrote: 

“A new night 

Beginning of the sacred month 

the thin slice of the crescent 

visible only a few minutes 

to the naked eye 

 

Awaiting the news, here, far away 

in a land pretentiously secular 

with In God We Trust 

visited only on Sunday.” 
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[The poet describes going to the internet to confirm the sighting of the crescent moon, and sharing the news 

of the sighting with relatives around the globe. Telephone lines and alarm clocks cue the meal before the first 

light of day. The fast that follows is punctuated by questions from colleagues about the fast: Why? And, not 

seeing the beauty of the ritual, ask him to join in other activities even as he fasts. 

Later, breaking his fast with friends, he remembers other Ramadans spent in Muslim cities, and horrors 

experienced in those cities, on those days. He muses about Islam in America, and how one day, he might 

observe Ramadan in San Francisco before concluding:  

“And the fast is broken 

and later friends and family 

mill around, some content 

others tired, angry, grieved 

and all somber 

on this day of Ramadan . . .  

 

Peace”] 

 

Offertory 
“Sayyid Chant and Dance #4”        

George Gurdjieff 

Tracy Hall, piano 

 

Sermon 
If Love Were Only Spiritual, the Practices of Fasting and Prayer Would Not Exist 

Rev. Clare L. Petersberger 

   

My curiosity was piqued by Rumi’s observation that if love were only spiritual, the practices of fasting and 

prayer would not exist. What does this mean? A story that helped me to answer that question comes from 

Basra, Iraq, over 1,000 years ago. There, a woman named Rabia, was outside her hut one evening. She was 

studying the ground. The sun was setting and darkness was descending. Neighbors noticed and asked her 

what she had lost, what she was searching for. They offered to help her to find it. Rabia said, “I have lost my 

needle.”  

 

One neighbor said, “Well, the sun is setting now and it will be very difficult to find the needle. Where has it 

fallen? That'll help us narrow down the area.”  

 

Rabia told them, “It is better not to ask me that question—because, actually, it has not fallen on the road at 

all. It has fallen inside my house.” 

 

The neighbors stared at Rabia in silence. Then someone asked a logical question, “If the needle has fallen 

inside your house, then why are you looking for it here?”  

 

Rabia replied, “For a very simple reason: inside the house there is no light and on the outside a little light is 

still here.”  

 

Some of the neighbors chuckled before they began to walk away back to their own homes. Rabia called after 

them and said, “Listen! I was just following your example. You go on seeking bliss in the outside world 
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without asking the most fundamental question: where exactly have I lost it?”  After a pause, she continued, 

“If you have lost your peace of mind because of a family member or difficult work or something that worries 

you, you look for what was lost outside of you and not in your own heart.” She continued, “For a very long 

time, I was also just searching on the outside. But the day I searched inwards, I was surprised. That is where I 

lost it and that is the only place it can be found.”  

 

Placing her hand on her heart, Rabia asked her neighbors, “Did you lose your happiness out there or in here? 

Do you avoid looking within because it is dimmer?”  

 

Her neighbors were silent in the face of the truth she had spoken. Rabia is believed to have been an eighth 

century Sufi, born five hundred years before Rumi, who was curious about the wisdom of the heart. She 

wrote, “I know about love the way the fields know about light.” She understood the purpose of religion is to 

teach us to love and be loved. She said, “Your life is the only opportunity that life can give you. If you ignore 

it, if you waste it, you will only turn to dust.”  

 

Islam prescribes five specific practices to help Muslims to cultivate the wisdom of their hearts. These five 

pillars of Islam begin with the Sha ha dah, a daily affirmation, “There is no god but God, and Muhammad is 

his messenger.” The second pillar is Salat, prayer, five times a day, facing Mecca. According to legend, 

Mohammed was originally thinking of requiring prayer 50 times a day and was talked down to five times a 

day. The third pillar is Zakat, financial generosity to ease the hardship of others. The fourth pillar is fasting 

during Ramadan while being curious about what feeds one’s heart and spirit. And the fifth pillar is 

undertaking the Hajj, the pilgrimage to Mecca at least one time during one’s life to experience community.  

 

These five pillars, these spiritual practices, remind Muslims of what they know in their minds and hearts 

about love, as well as to practice the outward acts of kindness that reveal a loving heart. As we heard in Mr. 

Bhimji’s poem, observing Ramadan in a Muslim county helped to ground him in his intention to wake up to 

life. Observing Ramadan in the West helped to ground him in a foreign land, in the midst of 

misunderstandings with coworkers and in the wake of the fear of a violent act.  

 

There are some Unitarian Universalists who observe Ramadan. This made me curious about what spiritual 

practices we Unitarian Universalists share as Unitarian Universalists. Two hundred years ago, today, in 

downtown Baltimore during an ordination, The Reverend William Ellery Channing spoke about God as a 

loving parent. He spoke of how humans love God because our moral selves long for a moral God.  

 

But by the 150th anniversary of this sermon, while growing up in a Unitarian Universalist congregation, I 

didn’t hear about God as a loving parent or as morally good. What Humanism took from Channing was not 

his understanding of God but his appreciation for the tool of reason in religion. Today we talk about God in 

terms of belief—either we believe in the existence of God or we don’t believe in the existence of God.  

 

But for William Ellery Channing, God was not a belief so much as the experience of being loved, and 

therefore growing in knowledge of how to love others. For Rabia, God was not a belief. God was an 

experience. God was the experience of “knowing about love the way fields know about light.” For Rabia, 

God, or Divine Love, was the experience of oneness with all that is. Although we may not give it the name 

“God,” many of us have had such experiences looking up at the stars at night; listening to a piece of music; 

painting; dancing; watching a play or a movie; having a baby curl its hand around one’s finger—to name a 

few.  
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So if you do not recite the Shahadah, what practices do you have that intentionally cultivate waking up to life 

and knowing about love the way fields know about light? For some the practice of prayer or the practice of 

meditation nurture this intention. I’m curious; how many of us have an intentional daily prayer or meditation 

practice? Over 1,000 years ago, Rabia lifted up the importance of prayer—not to ask a transcendent deity to 

change or fix things, but to shine light on our feelings and the stories we tell ourselves about ourselves, about 

others, about the world. “If you have lost your peace of mind because of a family member or difficult work 

or something that worries you, you look for what was lost outside of you and not in your own heart.”  

 

The contemporary author, Mark Nepo, speaking out of his own life experience, echoes Rabia. He writes, 

“For myself, my resistance to unpleasant feelings has been my fear that if I give over to the sadness or anxiety 

or confusion or pain that is upon me, I will drown in it. I fear it will take over my life. I will become nothing 

but sadness or anxiety or confusion. But what I discover, again and again, is that feeling any one feeling 

deeply enough—that is, thoroughly and completely—somehow opens me to the common source of all 

feeling.”  

 

Mark Nepo concludes, “And at the source, no one feeling can last by itself. So, through our feelings, not 

around them, we come upon the un-nameable source of all feeling that can heal us of the pain of any one 

mood.”  

 

Not all Unitarian Universalists will engage in prayer or meditation. Perhaps of the five pillars of Islam, the 

one a majority of Unitarian Universalists practice is Zakat, financial generosity to help others and to support 

causes close to our hearts. Unitarian Universalists affirm that outward acts of kindness reveal a loving heart. I 

suspect the least familiar of the five pillars of Islam to most Unitarian Universalists is fasting for a month. We 

are a people who love Round Robin dinners and potlucks!  

 

But the fast during Ramadan isn’t just about giving up food for a significant period of time each day for 30 

days. It’s about waking up to daily habits that may or may not be serving us well—from grabbing a donut to 

checking Facebook, Twitter, or Instagram every 10 minutes. It’s being curious about what nourishes our 

bodies, minds, and hearts, and what does not. It’s about paying attention to how we fill the voids in our inner 

lives. It’s about being mindful of our habits and letting go of those that no longer serve us.  

 

And it is structured, as we heard in our story and readings, around family. The family wakes early to share a 

meal to prepare for a day of fasting. After the siren signals the sunset, the family may first break the fast with 

dates and nuts and a glass of water before a later meal.  

 

Even if we do not observe Ramadan, we probably intentionally plan family celebrations to be experiences of 

loving and being loved. Ultimately, as Eric Fromm said, “Love is the answer to the problem of human 

existence.” The fifth pillar of Islam is about the love of community, the love between people who are not 

related by family or neighborhood or even nationality.  

Making a trip to Mecca makes me curious about where Unitarian Universalists would go on pilgrimage 

together. To Romania and Hungary—where our faith tradition began? To Boston—where the Unitarian 

Universalist Association is located? To the Unitarian Universalist General Assembly—which moves around 

the country? Some members of this congregation have an annual practice of a camping trip to commune with 

nature, to enjoy each other’s company, and to make invisible love visible.  
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What practices help you, like Rabia, to get in touch with your inner self, to find truth, love, and peace, in your 

own heart? In a conversation with colleagues on this question, I was introduced to a phone app. An app on a 

cell phone sounds like a way to avoid getting in touch with your inner self. But this app texts you—five times a 

day—at unscheduled times—with the message: “Don’t forget, you’re going to die.”  

 

My husband, Don, cannot understand why I spent 99 cents to purchase this app called “We Croak.” He finds 

the idea of it to be maudlin. The creator of the app, Hansa Bergwall, was inspired by a Bhutanese folk saying 

that “to be a truly happy person, one must contemplate death five times daily.” Mr. Bergwall, a practicing 

Sikh, noticed that he got so caught up in his cell phone that he forgot to contemplate death even once daily. 

So he created an app that not only texts the message, “Don’t forget you are going to die,” but also sends 

different quotes about death—and, of course, ultimately about life.  

 

In morning traffic on the way to church the phone buzzes “Don’t forget, you are going to die,” with words 

by Mary Oliver: “When it’s over, I want to say; all my life I was a bride married to amazement.” Now it seems 

less important to review the “to-do list” for the day in my head, and pay attention to the spring blossoming of 

azaleas, iris, and tulips on either side of the road.  

 

In the midst of a difficult afternoon conversation, the phone buzzes. Seeing the message, “Don’t forget, you 

are going to die,” I throw the phone back into my purse. Not now. Not now. After the meeting, I read words 

of wisdom from Louisa May Alcott: “Painful as it may be, a significant emotional event can be the catalyst for 

choosing a direction that serves us—and those around us—more effectively.” 

 

Waiting in an interminably long late afternoon line at the grocery store, the phone buzzes, “Don’t forget, you 

are going to die,” along with wisdom from the Roman philosopher Marcus Aurelius: “You could leave life 

right now. Let that determine what you do and say and think.” From this perspective, the woman with 35 

items and 14 coupons; the man whose credit card is not being accepted; and the mother who is having a hard 

time getting her son not to grab at candy are interesting people. I no longer feel frustrated. I feel compassion.  

 

Don and I watch the evening news, which is not happy. The phone buzzes, “Don’t forget, you are going to 

die,” along with wisdom of Margaret Cho: “Sometimes when we are generous in small, barely detectable ways 

it can change someone else’s life forever.” After reading that, the motivations and historical legacy of William 

Barr are not nearly as important to me as thinking about small, positive ways to change someone else’s life 

forever.  

 

The We Croak app involves neither traditional prayer nor fasting. But I have found the texts do shine light on 

my feelings and focus my intentions which, at their best, meditation and prayer do. The unscheduled texts 

remind me that I shall ultimately lose things and people and experiences that really matter to me. From this 

perspective, it’s easier to move through irritations and frustrations and let go of fretting about things I can’t 

control. I have yet to find the word “love” in any of the quotes sent by the We Croak app. But they serve as 

an affirmation of life, and the oneness of life, and the importance of love. For example, one of the We Croak 

quotes from the author of Mary Poppins reads: “We are all made of the same stuff, remember, we of the 

Jungle, you of the city. The same substance composes us—the tree overhead, the stone beneath us, the bird, 

the beast, the star—we are all one, all moving to the same end.”  

 

Rumi taught that if love were only spiritual, the practices of fasting and prayer (and, I would add, five texts a 

day from We Croak) would not exist. Even if you do not practice the five pillars of Islam, under this 
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Ramadan moon, may you remember what you know about love the way fields know about light, and may 

your outward acts of kindness reveal your loving heart.  

 

Hymn 
#180 “Alhamdulillah” 

 

Closing Words 
“That Lives in Us”                                    

Rumi  

Translated by Daniel Ladinsky in Love Poems from God                          

 

“If you put your hands on this oar with me, 

they will never harm another,  

and they will come to find 

they hold everything you want. 

 

If you put your soul against this oar with me, 

the power that made the universe will enter your sinew 

from a source not outside your limbs,  

but from a holy realm that lives in us. 

 

If you put your heart against the earth with me,  

in serving every creature,  

our Beloved will enter you  

from our sacred realm 

and we will be,  

we will be  

so happy.”  

 

GO NOW IN PEACE. 

 

 


